Timed question: Reverence for life brings us into a spiritual relation with the world which is independent of all knowledge of the universe.

#1: Hay, eye jest met you, and this is cray zee. Butt hears my numb bird, soak call me may be.

#2: Are you having fun? I sure hope you are! Now, go get that bread and finish this test strong!

#3: I know you think you understand what you thought I said, but I’m not sure you realize that what you heard is not what I meant.

#4: The charity that hastens to proclaim its good deeds, ceases to be charity, and is only pride and ostentation.

#5: FUOVSGLDNITLWUTZAIRGUAR

#6: It’s so much easier to have no expectations than to have big ones.

#7: Continuity gives us roots; change gives us branches, letting us stretch and grow and reach new heights.

#8: Trust is not the same as faith. A friend is someone you trust. Putting faith in anyone is a mistake.

#9: 24299

#10: I’m like hey what’s up hello!

#11: La ciencia es una ecuación diferencial. La religión es una condición límite.

#12: Success is following the pattern of life one enjoys most.

#13: 85669

#14: Wow, that sure was patriotic. Now keep going, you’re already more than halfway there! Don’t be discouraged, this test is meant for a three person team to attempt.
#15: Esta es la más alta sabiduría que poseo; La libertad y la vida son ganadas solo por quienes las conquistan cada día.

#16: Sonic the Hedgehog

#17: Free and fair discussion will ever be found the firmest friend to truth.

#18: Negative thoughts stick around because we believe them, not because we want them or choose them.

#19: There are two cardinal sins from which all others spring - Impatience and Laziness.

#20: 15 2 11 9 (should be read left to right, up to down in 2x2 matrix form)